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ABSTRACT

This study is about the current trend and upcoming future trends in digital 
marketing. They use secondary data, a literature review based on current 
literature, and studies about what is currently happening in the business world. 
Other sources are used in this study, such as articles, research, reports, news, 
website, and many more. During this digitization era, especially during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, consumers look for information and try to find the best 
option using the internet. It made some shifts in the market from conventional 
marketing to digital marketing. Now brands are using SEO, SEM, influencer 
marketing, and other digital marketing approaches. In this study, we 
acknowledge that brands receive benefits from digital marketing. All brands 
that prove this are racing to connect with consumers using social media and 
digital channels to increase consumer knowledge about the brand and create 
brand loyalty. This study will focus on digital marketing approaches that this 
study suggests for companies during the pandemic.
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INTRODUCTION 
As of the writing process, currently there is a virus called Novel Coronavirus that is still mutating and infecting 

the world. Novel Coronavirus or better known as COVID19 is a new virus with a strange mutation that still does not 
have a cure or medicine to it. The disease is currently changing the lives of people around the globe. The As of the 
writing process, currently, there is a virus called Novel Coronavirus that is still mutating and infecting the world. Novel 
Coronavirus, better known as Covid-19, is a new virus with a strange mutation that still does not cure or medicine. The 
disease is currently changing the lives of people around the globe. The COVID19 pandemic created a considerable impact 
that also led to creating a health crisis everywhere. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, usually called CDC 
USA, says COVID19 is a contagious virus that can cause death. In America, the number of people infected by COVID-19 
virus infection and is heavily infected is threatened by death, and the number is increasing rapidly. Several measures are 
taken to slow down the infection rate and control the pandemic situation globally and nationally [1].

The Covid-19 pandemic is impacting daily activities and has created a considerable heavy economic impact in 
almost every country. In the business world, social distancing conditions have forced companies to set up remote working 
arrangements and ask the workers to do it remotely from their own houses. [2]. Many employees can quickly catch up and 
keep up with changes by implementing digital transformation in their work, online interaction using video conferencing 
platforms such as Zoom. It reports a 78% revenue spike, same as its competitor Google Meet also reports a significant 
number of increase up to 60% users, and in reports are also stated that 2 billion minutes are spent on online meetings daily 
[3]. It is predicted that if the pandemic ends, many employees are no longer willing to work physically and return to the 
office back to normal because they are comfortable and accustomed to working remotely.

The covid-19 pandemic created a considerable impact that also led to creating a health crisis everywhere. The 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, usually called CDC USA, says Covid-19 is a contagious virus that can cause 
death. In America, the number of people infected by Covid-19 virus infection and is heavily infected is threatened by 
death, and the number is increasing rapidly. Several measures are taken to slow down the infection rate and control the 
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pandemic situation globally and nationally [1].
The Covid-19 pandemic is impacting daily activities and has created a considerable heavy economic impact in 

almost every country. In the business world, social distancing conditions have forced companies to set up remote working 
arrangements and ask the workers to do it remotely from their own houses. [2]. Many employees can quickly catch up and 
keep up with changes by implementing digital transformation in their work, online interaction using video conferencing 
platforms such as Zoom. It reports a 78% revenue spike, same as its competitor Google Meet also reports a significant 
number of increase up to 60% users, and in reports are also stated that 2 billion minutes are spent on online meetings daily 
[3]. It is predicted that if the pandemic ends, many employees are no longer willing to work physically and return to the 
office back to normal because they are comfortable and accustomed to working remotely.

Companies are experimenting with new ways of working to cope with the current situation, centered on using 
software and the internet as primary media. This is expected to create a digital working culture as influential as working 
at the office before the pandemic hits. While businesses are making transformation and transition as effective and quick as 
possible, some other essential consequences need to be considered to ensure their continuity in the market: understanding 
the consumer and market behavior that changes because of the Covid-19 pandemic. Most recent studies and research done 
by management practitioners and academic conducted studies focus on digital transformation from a business perspective 
[3]. According to the “Mere Urgency Effect,” people tend to allocate most of their primary resources to solve urgent 
problems most of the time [4].

Marketing is also affected by the Covid-19 pandemic. Companies that previously promoted conventionally had 
to change their marketing method to digital restrictions on movement to maintain social distance. Digital marketing is 
a solution to overcome the situation of restricting movement and maintaining social distance. Consumers’ irrational 
decision-making often happens during a pandemic situation like now, like what recently happened at the beginning of 
the pandemic outbreak is stockpiling essential household items until unpredicted items like toilet paper, and this behavior 
happens around the world. There are many arguments around this change of consumers’ behavior that leads to panic 
buying and hoarding. It seems to be a rational consumer behavior at uncertain times like this pandemic [5]. Not only 
does it give a lesson to brands and businesses, but the current pandemic is also teaching consumers lessons to carefully 
make their choices because all decisions are interconnected and impact a product or brand preference. Consumers are 
more likely to judge their personal preference based on an essential evaluation of their self-concept or consumer identity 
based on their responsible consumption and prosocial product or brand choice [6]. It can be concluded that the company 
must adapt to the needs of consumers and the circumstances using a new marketing approach and following the pandemic 
situation. This study discusses several perspectives on digital marketing for the future and current trends.

METHOD
This study approach uses a conceptual base that reflects digital marketing trends and prospects for now and in 

the future. A descriptive technique used for the data analysis is a critical approach to analyzing literature about digital 
marketing and relating it to the research result.
A. Conceptual Study

Several research, studies, papers, and articles are presented below to provide a detailed insight into internet 
marketing or digital marketing. Below are the findings from the literature used:

Digital marketing is now described simply as ‘achieving marketing objectives through digital technology [7]. 
Digital marketing applies renewable technology to marketing that aims to increase consumer knowledge and interaction 
by following their needs [7]. Developed countries and global companies had already implemented digital marketing 
before the pandemic because they realized the importance and benefits. For a business to be successful, there must be 
a combination of online methods with traditional or conventional methods to meet the needs of targeted customers [8]. 
According to Kiani [9], new business opportunities are created due to the introduction of new technologies for companies 
or brands to manage websites to achieve business goals more efficiently. Online advertising is an impactful marketing 
tool to build a brand image, increase traffic to the advertisements, and achieve success according to targets sets [10]. To 
measure the ROI achieved from digital marketing is considered more trackable and cost-effective [11].

Marketing goals become more achievable because of the digital marketing phenomenon. It refers to a customizable 
and mass distribution approach. User-centric is becoming the new fundamental aspect that opens our way of thinking 
about digital marketing, and it creates a convergence of technology and reaches more devices. It becomes more scalable 
and interactive. Different approaches and strategies are created and open up too much potential. Digital marketing provides 
new opportunities for companies to gain revenue from multi-stakeholder engagements, including consumers, employees, 
and the potential public [12]. Incorporating digital marketing into a business plan can reduce the possibilities of failure 
and create opportunities for businesses to grow and gain profit. That is why business leaders are suggested to do those 
measures. There are several benefits of implementing digital or online marketing like; economic aspects, multi-targeting 
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different demographics, convenient product and service for consumers, and speeding up purchase decisions [13].
The creation of digital content that includes accessibility, navigation, and speed is defined as the primary marketing 

characteristics to create digital marketing that produces results for businesses [14]. Another tried and tested tool for 
achieving success through digital marketing is word of mouth (WOM) on social media and making the site popular [15]. 
Moreover, WOM is associated with recruiting new members and increasing traffic on the website, increasing visibility in 
terms of marketing.

For example, Facebook has become a starting gate for businesses to reach out and communicate their products to 
millions of people thanks to their service and product. It creates opportunities and opens up multi approaches for digital 
marketing in the platform and also the marketplace. This new opportunity is possible if the lead or the manager is aware 
of the benefits of using communication strategies to improve the consumer engagement experience [16]. An effective 
performance is achievable if the campaign is conducted effectively and measured with a performance measurement 
indicator to give a better view to the marketing professionals on the digital marketing impacts. The change of market 
dynamics also changes the respect to a young audience as they are the primary social media users. Adoption and integration 
to the marketing communication plan overall need to be done and are essential [17]. Reviews from consumers written 
online also become crucial for a business’s overall marketing strategy [18]. Effective communication methods like online 
approaches are considered more effective than traditional approach methods [19]. A previous study proved that adaption 
to social media creates good self-esteem and is a sign of motivation for businesses and marketing professionals to ensure 
it is incorporated well in their plans and strategies [20]. Consumer experience on the web affects the process of consumers 
making decisions and increasing their purchases online [21].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Digital Marketing Prospect

Indonesia is included in the top ten countries with the most significant internet users in the world. As the fifth 
country with 143.26 million internet users as of March 2019. The numbers are pretty different from Brazil, with 149.06 
million users, which creates a 5.8 million internet user gap. Indonesia is not in the first rank. The first country is China 
with 829 million users, followed by India with 560 million users, and the third is America with 292.89 million internet 
users. Based on the data from Statista globally, there are 3.49 billion internet users. The rapid growth of internet users is 
also shown in the Statista data. In Indonesia, reportedly in 2018, the number of users is 95.2 million, and it grew 13.3% 
compared to the previous year, which is 84 million users. It is predicted that the number of users will continually grow 
by the coming years, with an average number of 10.2% until 2023. By 2023 it is predicted that Indonesia will reach 150 
million internet users or people connected to the internet. (https://databoks.katadata.co.id/) 

Data has shown, Indonesia’s online trade transaction is proliferating. In 2014, the number of transactions at 
e-commerce reached IDR 25.1 trillion and kept growing in 2018. The number reached IDR 1441.1 trillion. Indonesia is one 
of the leading countries as the fastest growing e-commerce globally with 78% growth in 2018, based on British Research 
Institute – Merchant Machine. More than 100 million internet users in Indonesia are the main driver of e-commerce 
growth. It is reported that, on average, Indonesians spend USD 228 per person or convert around IDR 3.19 million per 
person on e-commerce shopping sites. (https://databoks.katadata.co.id/)

Excellent prospects are predicted to be contributed by digital marketing, so adjustments need to be made by a 
business to their market orientation strategy. According to Techopedia, digital marketing is a collection of sophisticated 
methods and tools to market products and services online over the internet. According to Dolan, Conduit, Fahy, & 
Goodman [22], online marketing enhances content and changes how individuals and organizations interact. A process of 
promoting a brand, product, or service using the internet as the medium is more known as internet or digital marketing 
[23]. Potential benefits for a business like potential growth, cost reduction, elegant communication approach, controllable 
campaigns, consumer service improvement, and competitive landscape advantages can be received through the internet 
or digital marketing implementation. What needs to be done is to ensure the process is synced with the advantages taken 
from technology. Nevertheless, a natural new approach also comes with potential failure if it is not implemented in the 
right way. The failures can lead to lost productivity, income, and communication [24].

B. Internet Marketing
Internet connects various souls without knowing regional boundaries. This network consists of millions of networks 

from various institutions, such as private institutions, public institutions, academic institutions, business institutions, 
government institutions, and many more. “The Internet is a combination of various technologies that creates a source of 
information this becomes the greatest humankind ever invented. The Internet also lays the groundwork for more channels 
of information than anyone created until the 20th century” [25]. Marketing is a broad term, one of the most well-known 
definitions says that “Marketing is a social process described as an effort for individuals and groups to obtain what they 
need and target through the creation of information about products to exchange value with other people” [26]. By linking 
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these two fields, “Marketing principles can be applied directly on the Internet. What can be done on the Internet mainly 
involves creating web pages, internet advertising, and conducting marketing research, electronic commerce, and many 
more. Since internet marketing is new, it needs to be done with a different approach than traditional marketing” [27]. 
Internet marketing in daily life is often called in different terms like digital marketing, online marketing, web marketing, 
or even electronic marketing.

Internet marketing uses the website as the platform. However, it also includes using its website as an online promotion 
tool, like banner ads, search engines marketing, search engines optimization, PPC advertising, email subscription, and 
direct links or services from other websites drive traffic. Internet marketing is more than just a website with its contents. 
It is a complex process that links to many things. The interconnection between web portals, search engines, partner sites, 
blogs, B2B partners, customers, outsourcing partners, and more is also included in Internet marketing. It comes down to 
extensive use and term.

C. Internet Marketing Trends and Techniques
Creating an internet marketing plan also defines specific goals and metrics, and to achieve the goals, a proper 

strategy is needed. Companies can use internet marketing to gain advantages for their business and also counter possible 
threats. Electronic marketing focus on the way of approach companies use to introduce their brand using digital device and 
internet platforms to reach their pre-determined marketing goals that have been set. In this study, we focus on marketing 
from content and social media to marketing technology, analytics. This is done to find and conclude the summary for 
marketing trends at the current pandemic situation. Below is the summary created from different marketing trend articles 
that different authors write and experts. All materials are read, dissected, analyzed, and summarized as below:

1. Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Search Engine Optimization, more known as its acronym SEO, is defined as a mechanism. This mechanism allows 

people to search the internet using a defined portal to get the most relevant result based on the online search keyed in. 
SEO helps brands appear on the right keywords at the right place and the appointed time from the marketer side. SEO 
becomes a competition, and marketers can improve their appearance on the search page result by improving their website 
quality score, back-end reparation to meet the current search engine competition, and top the list [28]. Search engines are 
classified into three kinds:

• Crawler-based search engines: This search engine uses a crawler or spider program to create a database 
from the world wide web, using a web robot method. These robots work as the program to crawl on the host 
system and recover data from destinations on the world wide web using standard conventions. In a simple 
explanation, it is a natural crawling process that searches every part of the world wide web, connects digital 
records, and collects the data indicated by HTM structure [29].

• Human-powered directories: Often referred to as “open index systems,” this process relies on a human 
to drill and post the findings. The site owner displays a brief overview of the site to the registry and the 
recorded categories. The submitted site is then physically inspected and included in the appropriate class 
or not included for submission. The keywords entered in the search box will be coordinated with the local 
system. Decent sites with good content may be judged not compared to sites with poor content [30].

• Hybrid search tools: This uses manual and crawler-based sorting to post search results locally. Like the 
most known site Google, most crawl-based web indexes use the crawler as an essential component and use 
manual filtering as an additional instrument. For example, when a website is categorized as spam, before 
concluding the status, a manual survey must be done to validate the result [31].

Many experts say that SEO is no longer the focus and is dead, and trying to use it as a marketing tool is futile. 
However, the reality is that Google continues to innovate and prevent algorithms from fabricating and filtering sites or 
websites that match at the top of SERP searches (Search Engine Result Pages). So, investing in SEO can be a decision 
that companies must make so that consumers can find the company in their search. The company’s website should discuss 
content that matches the targeted word matching in search, content dissemination, indexing, and interpretation are carried 
out so that the content appears on search pages and becomes the top of search results. This marketing strategy is one of 
the least expensive and will bring organically generated traffic to the business through the targeted website. However, this 
marketing process requires effort, effort, and persistence in maintaining an SEO presence.

2. Search Engine Marketing (SEM)
Different from SEO, Search Engine Marketing, more known as SEM, is a paid placement on a search engine, 

contextual advertising on specific keywords responding to users’ search on the search engines. Paid placement is done by 
bidding for a particular search keyword. The final placement will depend on other bidders that bid for the same keyword 
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and the number of leads (PPC) the website receives from sponsored links [32]. SEM is a comprehensive strategy to bring 
traffic from search engines to targeted websites, done using paid efforts. SEM is also known as Paid Search Marketing. 
SEM has various models that vary and tend to be complex. Their use can be determined based on the type needed and the 
marketing, such as PPC (pay-per-click) or CPC (cost-per-click), or CPM (cost-per-thousand impressions). The types of 
platforms for SEM are many and varied. Google Ad Words (on the Google Network) is still the best-selling and favorite 
platform, followed by Bing Ads (Yahoo Bing Network). Display Advertising, Search Retargeting & Site Remarketing, 
Mobile Marketing, and Paid Social Advertising is SEM products.

3. Content Creation
In traditional marketing, audiences are passive, whereas the approach is different in internet marketing, integrated 

with marketing communication tools. Here the audience is more active or could be seen as interactive with the help of 
tools like social media; it helps marketers engage with their audience and encourage them to be active parties in content 
creation [33]. Based on previous studies [34] [35] [36] [37], brands or companies often experience a loss of control 
when they create marketing campaigns through social media; this happens because the audiences actively participate in 
the content creation process. User-generated content or often called UGC is content created or produced directly by the 
audience [38]. A single online content contribution – blog or forum or others – can leave a long-lasting effect on their 
company reputation. That is why control over content creation on the internet becomes a critical issue for marketers [37].

With content creators owned by companies, they must be creative in content creation, not only topics that need to 
attract attention, but also skills in linking and linking content created indirectly to companies or brands and products that 
are the primary target. In addition, content adjustments need to be made for various platforms. For example, content on 
mobile marketing must be adapted to the size of the screen so that the content created must be clear, concise, and concise. 
An effective content creation strategy will attract more consumers and create more interest in the more information 
presented. With the pandemic, the rate at which people use mobile phones and digital devices has increased, so has 
the time to use the internet. Content creation is a golden opportunity for a marketing approach and could be in various 
approaches. Digital storytelling is one of them. Digital storytelling is a new way to build and maintain the reputation it is 
concerning reputation to tell the things the company has done and build a brand story [39].

4. Social Media Marketing
Social media opens opportunities to interact directly by using a digital communication approach between consumers 

directly with companies or brands, according to Mangold and Faulds [16]. Companies or brands, and consumers can 
build communication to create and build strong brand loyalty outside of traditional methods [40], which is recognized 
by promoting products and services and online communities of brand followers or referred to as loyal consumers [41]. 
According to eMarketer [42], companies are increasingly adopting social media as a platform for carrying out various 
marketing activities such as branding, market research, customer relationship management, service provision, and sales 
promotion.

Social media marketing is a branch or further step of SEM. This process is carried out to direct consumers from 
social media (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and others). One voice with the discussion in the previous section above, 
content is critical. Without good content creation and relevant content results, there will be no process where consumers 
share and like posts made by companies. Marketing efforts on social media will have a significant impact in helping 
companies or brands do branding and sales. The use of various devices approaches, and strategies in communicating 
directly with consumers tends to change a lot with the rapid development of technology and with the emergence of social 
media; To follow and adapt to the changes that occur, businesses must adjust and learn how to use social media following 
the business plan to achieve the desired and expected goals [16]. To create a successful marketing campaign through 
social media, consumers must be open to technology. With the current pandemic, consumer openness to technology is 
very advanced and proliferating. This is an excellent opportunity for the company to reach its consumers digitally.

5. Digital Display Advertising
Display advertising is an essential component for a company or brand, significantly increasing “brand awareness” 

among consumers [43]. Digital display advertising is more like traditional offline advertising. Digital display advertising 
is visual-based advertising (e.g., text, images, or video). Examples of display ads are banners at the top of a newspaper’s 
web page promoting a new car model or a video promoting a new film.

This type of advertising is part of SEM. Various display ad formats can be used as described above to target 
potential consumers; ads that can be text, images, banners, interactive multimedia, or videos. Companies or brands 
must adjust the message to be conveyed by referring to consumer characteristics, including interests, topics, content, 
or consumer positions in the consumer journey. Digital display advertising is relatively expensive compared to other 
advertisements. In its execution, experts are needed to optimize ROI (Return of Investment) in digital display advertising.
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6. Mobile Marketing
Mobile marketing is a two-way or multi-way communication and promotion from a company or brand to consumers, 

using mobile media, devices, or technology. Mobile marketing is interactive marketing involving two-way or multi-
way communication. The forms of mobile marketing vary, such as mobile advertising, promotions, customer support, 
and other relationship-building activities. The use of interactive marketing activities is becoming increasingly important 
following the change of business dynamics [44] [45] [46]. Mobile marketing is distinguished from other marketing 
strategies by personalized targeting according to context. In other words, companies can create a campaign personalized 
based on consumer demographics, interest. The content is designed and delivered highly relevant and personalized mobile 
targeting content through mobile channels (SMS, in-app, and push notifications).

With the growth of mobile users, that day by day increases, mobile marketing is one of the most effective marketing 
approaches. Dushinski [47], in his book, defines mobile marketing as a revolutionary tool to connect companies with each 
of their clients through their mobile devices at the right time and with the right message according to the consumer’s 
circumstances. By referring to statistical data that provides information on the increasing use of mobile devices, this 
becomes a good alternative for the marketing process.

7. Viral Marketing
The term “viral marketing” is a phenomenon where consumers without payment can directly share and disseminate 

information relevant to the marketing of a product, which is intentionally initiated by a company or brand to create 
triggers and take advantage of word-of-mouth (WOM) behavior [48]. Such stimuli, often in the form of emails, are 
usually unsolicited [49] but are easily forwarded to multiple recipients. These traits parallel those of infectious diseases, 
so the name and many of the conceptual ideas underlying viral marketing build on findings from epidemiology [50] [51].

Viral marketing is often viewed as more cost effective compared to other traditional mass media advertising; it 
happens because viral marketing hands over the dissemination of marketing messages to consumers instead of spreading 
the message with their own media. To generate a maximum result, companies or brand should consider the four main 
critical success factors of viral marketing: (1) content, in terms of message appeal, is made to be memorable [52] [53] 
[54] [55]; (2) social network structure [56]; (3) recipients behavior, character and their initiative to share messages [57]; 
and (4) seeding strategy, the strategy to determine initial target consumer groups selected as initiators of viral marketing 
campaigns [56] [58] [59]. The last factor becomes very important, because it is entirely under the control of the marketer 
who can explore social characteristics [60] or choosing the network metrics that can be observed in depth. As at the 
beginning of the pandemic, the brand Sasa managed to dominate the market with a very simple viral marketing approach, 
namely, mothers quarreled during a wedding which ended with a brand reveal process taking place. This is effective for 
increasing brand image during a pandemic when consumers have a lot of time to view news and share information on 
mobile devices.

8. Influencer Marketing
Influencer marketing in now a hot topic for research, the COVID19 has created an even greater impact on 

influencer marketing because young people’s media consumption habits is changing. Before the pandemic, there was 
much debate about the effectiveness of influencers in the context of marketing or promotion. Based on previous research 
done by the Association of National Advertisers (ANA) in 2018, it says that from 75% of consumers who engage in 
influencer marketing, only 36% believe it is effective. Adding to that fact, a research by Stackla Firm found another fact 
on consumers, they say that they believe that family and friends bring a greater impact on their purchase decision making 
process, than seeing celebrities or influencers.

But the results of current research in 2020 about influencer marketing among practitioners are different [61]. 
YPulse youth marketing expert in 2020 published a report on influencer marketing. This research is documenting young 
consumers, and for them influencers are “as influential as ever” [62]. The report shows compared to previous year 54% 
it increased to a 70% margin; the data shown that 13–18-year-olds are more likely to follow online influencers. And not 
only that the data shows 58% of Gen Z and 48% of millennials made purchased base on an influencer’s recommendation. 
And another interesting point from the report, is says that young consumers are showing interest in how celebrities and 
influencer handles the COVID19 pandemic and quarantine situation. This market analyzes prove that the influencer 
marketing method is a new trend and is a great opportunity for companies and brands to reach consumers and get purchases 
especially from young people.

D. Conventional Marketing vs Internet Marketing
When comparing digital marketing methods with conventional traditional marketing practices, it is shown that 

there are many areas and opportunities showing that digital marketing tends to be more competent and always preferred 
over conventional methods during a pandemic.
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In contrast to traditional marketing where waiting becomes a time-consuming part because there is a defined 
time frame to know the results of campaign and response from the customer, while at the other hand online marketing 
results are real time and very dynamic. Internet marketing allows companies and brands to respond to their customers in 
real time, with everything connected it becomes easier to track whether the campaign creating the result needed or is it 
creating the right traffic for a specific product or not; it could be seen directly base on consumers feedbacks. And with the 
flexible and connected setting it allows companies and brands to make an appropriate change in the campaign before the 
campaign ends, while in the other hand it is not possible to be done in traditional marketing because it is not as flexible 
as internet marketing.

From opportunity point of view, traditional marketing possible medias for campaign are not suitable for small 
companies, because they need to compete with bigger companies in the market. The opportunity sometimes become 
impossible because of the costs involved and the expertise of strategy making for traditional media. While in the case 
of internet marketing through online media, any business or all types of companies can carry out the marketing process 
according to the cost each.

Cost is the point that makes the difference between traditional marketing approaches and digital marketing; with 
the limitless media options, flexible budget, different targeting channels companies or brands can customize their own 
digital marketing strategies base on their needs. The cost can vary starting from very little until super expensive. It really 
depends on the spending and it replaces the expensive traditional marketing methods that has a specific publish rate such 
as advertising in print media, radio, television, and magazine coverage.

Through digital marketing provides a much wider reach. This wide reach without limitations is possible because 
on the internet there are no regional limitations like conventional marketing. Creating the right content, selecting the right 
targeting will give all companies the opportunity to go international.

The consumer journey or what is often called the customer journey is more focused in digital marketing. The 
application of this pattern can be clearly directed, such as from social media to the website and then directed to purchases. 
It is very different from conventional marketing, where the customer journey pattern cannot be directed directly.

CONCLUSION
Internet marketing is now way more advance that previous year, and it has grown rapidly. Business is changing 

their business aspects due to the advances in information technology, now options like digital marketing activities, and also 
online transaction methods create limitless possibilities and opportunities. Specifically, during this hard time, COVID19 
pandemic, many businesses has transformed their business using digital approach that also includes internet marketing. 
businesses have transformed transactions through digital marketing. The pandemic has accelerated the growth of digital 
marketing which has made an impact on the change of behavior from consumer towards online transactions. Consumers 
at this time search more using internet facilities to find information about the best offers from sellers or companies 
compared to the old method. Cha [63] also determined in his study that the more people who find shopping services on 
social networking sites useful and easy to use, the more likely they are to shop for goods on social networks. The wide 
variety of consumers who utilize social networks means that most of the target market is reachable [63]. Shankar et al [64] 
also revealed in their study that social media (eg, Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn) plays a huge part in purchase intent 
process, more shippers make the decision based on their social media interaction and information.

In a good way digital marketing has bring a huge commercial impact on businesses, cost is no longer a constrain 
for them to do marketing because of the wide opportunity available. Now it becomes more equal to all business, not only 
big companies can enjoy marketing tools, but small companies are now able to create campaign with their given budget, 
and with that they can still reach the targeted market. And since the market is open with limitless possibilities now small 
companies can compete with larger companies, on an equal base [65]. This is a great opportunity for companies of various 
sizes to develop their business during the pandemic.
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